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Talking with
Laura Vaccaro
Seeger
The award-winning author-illustrator provides an inside
look at her process of creating innovative, one-of-a-
kind picture books that spark readers' imaginations.
By Cyndi Giorgis

L aura Vaccaro Seeger's innova-
tive and imaginative books have
earned several Caldecott Honor

citations, gained recognition via vari-
ous state awards, and been included
on numerous publications' and orga-
nizations' best-books lists. Although
her books may be described by some
as concept books, their transforma-
tive nature in regard to visual imagery
and wordplay catapults them into a
category that is not as easily defined.
Seeger recently shared insights into
her process of writing and illustrating,
as well as how music influences her
books.

BKL: You have stated that your two fa-
vorite words are imagine and yvonàer.
What do those words evoke for you?
SEEGER: That's where books start.
You begin with a blank canvas, imag-
ining what a book could be and
wondering where it could go. Those
two words are what I live hy. If you
are always imagining and wondering
what something could become or what
something is, then it makes for a very
open-minded person. Imagine and
wonder are just two very open-minded
words.

"It's so important to
respect the reader no
matter how old they are. It's about challenging
the readers, as long as you don't challenge them
so much that they close the book."

BKL: Those words also describe the
potential of your books as they prompt
readers to imagine and wonder.
SEEGER: It is such a privilege to be
able to put a book into the hands of
anyone, especially children and evoke
a situation that might cause them to
think about it even after the book is
done. That is why a lot of my books
leave that door open. It's intentional in
a very subconscious kind of way.

BKL: What comes first—the words or
the art?
SEEGER: Words and pictures to me
are the same. The words do come first,
but they immediately translate to pic-
tures in my mind. The words dictate
the pictures, and the pictures dictate
the words.

BKL: Do you struggle with making the
images accurately represent the words
or vice versa?
SEEGER: Green was complicated on
many different levels because, while
it is a poem about the color green, it's
really talking about our environment.
My editor, Neal Porter, will ask, "What
are you trying to say? What is this book
about?" That sounds üke a simple ques-
tion, but for authors to know what they
are trying to say or what the book is
about helps to shape it. So with Green, I
knew that I wanted to encourage an ap-
preciation of our world, using the color
green. Because of the die-cuts, a lot of
the words had to change once I got into
painting the pictures. For example, fern
green was initially bottle green. It was
difficult to make a bottle-green painting
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with an object that could be a die-cut
in that picture and still be a part of
the picture before it, which was khaki
green, and the picture after it, which
was wacky green. So then I changed it
to grass green, and it wasn't working the
way I wanted it to. The narrative comes
into not just the written words but the
pictures, too—the visual literacy of
it all. There are around 24 paintings
in Green, but there were probably 60
paintings that went into the making of
it. When there are strong design ele-
ments, it sometimes dictates what the
pictures will be and, in turn, what the
words will be.

BKL: How do you determine what to
express through your art and when you
need a word to convey the concept?
SEEGER: I spend a lot of time getting
rid of words. I often think of my books
more as poems rather than narrative texts
because every word is so carefully chosen.
There have been times when an extra
word was needed. In a story in the first
Dog and Bear book. Dog wants to change
his name and is telling Bear different sug-
gestions. And then the text reads, "Bear
smiled." That was added to convey that
Bear was visualizing Dog's ideas for a new
name and finding it amusing. Another
example is Whatlfi, which contains only
six or seven words. I started with a long
story narrative, and then I began throw-
ing out this word and throwing out that
word until it ended up having just six or
seven words used in various combina-
tions: "What if. . . ?" "And what if. . .
?" "Then what if. . . ?" In creating these
books, there is sweat with almost every
single word that is chosen. The words are
all necessary; there aren't any that can be
taken out, and hopefully there aren't any
that can be put in.

BKL: Do you agonize over discarding
a word?
SEEGER: In Bully, it was a challenge
to select the words because basically it
is a collection of insults. Insults in a
book for children can't be too mean.
There were early drafts where the bull
was saying "shut up" to a rooster. I
agonized over that because "shut up"

With clever cutouts, a flip of the page turns "one" to "alone" in this pair of spreads from One Boy,
written and illustrated by Laura Vaccaro Seeger.

is so mean and is something we teach
our children not to say, so those words
had to go. There were other insults
where he called the pig a "pig." But
the pig really is a pig, and the chicken
really is a chicken. Another thing that
was challenging was wondering if those
words are going to be read the way you
want them to be read—chicken should
be read "GHIGKKKEN." Before Bully
went to the printer, I went into first-
and second-grade classrooms and asked
the kids to read the book to me. Every
single time without fail, they read it the
right way. I remember thinking that not
only do you have to carefully choose the
words but you also need to consider
the way they are illustrated. So each
time the bull screams an insult, he gets
larger and the word gets larger. What
is exciting to me was that the kids were

responding to that; their voices were
getting louder as the type got bigger,
and they were saying the insults the way
I hoped they would. As a [picture-book
creator], you have so much stuff to work
with—the words, the typeface, the
colors, and the overall art and design.
With all of these elements, you decide
how to tell the story.

BKL: Bully works on so many different
levels to convey meaning.
SEEGER: When the bull is called
"Bully!" by the goat, he shrinks back to
normal size and says, "Bully?" which is in
a smaller and lighter version of the type-
face. The kids almost whisper, "Bully?"
They know to say it that way because
the type is so little, and there is a tear in
the bull's eye. Kids are so observant, and
they respond to things like that.
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Limes represent just one of the many shades of vibrant color featured in Green, written and

illustrated by Laura Vaccaro Seeger.

BKL: The double-page spread that ap-
pears before the title page, showing the
bull being bullied himself, provides a
possible insight into his behavior.
SEEGER: I have strong feelings about
the subject of bullying, w^hich came
out in making this book. I don't think
that anyone is born mean. Whenever
someone is bullying, there is a reason
for that behavior. I don't think we are
going to stop bullying, but maybe we
can understand that others may be
doing something because of their own
insecurities or their own problems, and
we happen to be in the line of fire. The
thing about that first spread is that there
is so much visual literacy going on; he
is being told to go away by the bigger
bull, and then you have the title page,
which is probably the most important
page in the whole book, which shows
his reaction.

BKL: The Dog and Bear books are a
departure from your other books in
that there is a lot of dialogue, which
isn't often found in books for younger
readers. You also use words that may be
challenging for readers.
SEEGER: In being both the illustrator
and the writer, I realize there isn't a

need for more [text] than the dialogue
because the rest is shown in pictures.
In my first drafts of the Dog and Bear
stories, there is always a lot of text. But
once I start illustrating, I don't need to
say "Bear said" or "Dog said," because
it's obvious who is talking. It comes
back to what is necessary to tell the
story. I have a box full of all different
art supplies, and I go into that box and
figure out what I need to tell the story.
If there is a word, a picture, or a part of
a picture that isn't absolutely necessary,
then it has to go.

BKL: Walter Was Worried is one of my
favorite books because the reader sees the
characters' emotions in facial expres-
sions that are composed of the letters of
that word (e.g., worried, puzzled). Then
you use a completely different font to tell
a story about an approaching storm.
SEEGER: I thought the idea was cool,
so I needed to figure out how to make it
work. That's really where all of the hard
work takes place so that it is cohesive. I
started Walter Was Worried by creating
emotions on faces with as few words as
possible. Eventually, the letters began to
look more and more like facial expres-
sions. Then it needed a story to carry it

through, and that was when the emo-
tions were in response to the changing
weather. The fonts that I used and the
words on the faces made it such a fun
design process. Over the years, I have
enjoyed seeing what kids have done
with this book when they make their
own self-portraits. It was very challeng-
ing for me to make a face that actually
looked worried with the letters from the
word worried. It was almost like a game.
The challenging part was to get it to be
more than a cool idea or a gimmick. A
picture book, even a concept book, is
basically narrative, so no matter how
simple, it needs something special that
makes it work on another level. I don't
look at my books as concept books even
though I know that a lot of them are.

BKL: One Boy might appear to be a
concept book about counting, but to me
it is about language.
SEEGER: It's all about language and a
few other things. There is a boy who is
lonely, and he is trying to make a book.
Certainly, the numbers are the thread
that carries the reader from one page to
the next. Counting is third or fourth on
the list of what One Boy is about.

BKL: As kids begin reading One Boy,
they realize there are words within
words. Did you have a list of words to
help you write the story?
SEEGER: I had lists and lists of words,
and then I went over them with a high-
lighter pen because the next step was to
see which ones could be illustrated. The
easiest part of making these books has
been the initial idea. With One Boy, I
thought I could show words inside of
words. The hard work was to figure out
how to keep it from being just a list of
words from one page to the next. That's
where the numbers came to mind and
then the narrative.

BKL: There is that surprise element at
the end of One Boy when you see all
of his pictures. Tt's not something the
reader is anticipating.
SEEGER: You can look at One Boy
and notice that it is a counting book.
Then you notice that it contains words
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within words. There is an added layer
if you look a little harder and read the
pictures. You'll see on the title page that
he has a backpack, and then on the
first page, he is all alone with brushes
sticking out of his backpack. If you
read those pictures, now you have a
story. If you don't notice it, there's still
enough in the book with the counting
and the words. But if you do notice it,
what a wonderful thing it is that you
can appreciate something about a book
that you have observed. I like talking
to children about reading pictures as
well as words.

BKL: There is a musicality to your books
in the flow of the words and art. Green
is a visually stunning book, but when
accompanied by the music your son cre-
ated and the animation of the paintings
in the trailer, the book is completely
transformed.
SEEGER: I wanted to do a book
trailer for Green and considered using
the song "What a Wonderful World,"
but I would need to pay for the rights
to use it. I was listening to a song that
my son, Dylan, had just recorded, and
I could visualize turning the pages of
Green as the music was playing. I told
Dylan that I just had to use that song,
but I didn't know the name of it. He
told me, "Mom, the name of the song
IS Color.

BKL: There is also a book trailer for
The Hidden Alphabet (available on
YouTube) that illustrates the transfor-
mative aspect of your work. With The
Hidden Alphabet, you are presenting
words such as inkblot, partridge, and
quotation mark, which aren't generally
in alphabet books for kids. Why did you
choose such challenging words?
SEEGER: Glearly, an inkblot is not
something that an average four- or
five-year-old might know, but there is
a picture so they can see what it is, and
it's an opportunity for them to expand
their vocabulary. It's so important to
respect the reader no matter how old
they are. It's about challenging readers,
as long as you don't challenge them so
much that they close the book. I think

if you offer some challenges that keep
them engaged and interested, that it's
not a bad thing at all.

BKL: Is the musical quality of your
books intentional or something that
occurs organically?
SEEGER: I think of these books as po-
etry, and they are definitely infiuenced
by music. The other thing that infiuences
my work is that I have a background in
animation. I think in terms of pacing,
timing, and storyboarding. Creating
a storyboard requires showing what is
happening in the story in a set number
of frames. That is basically what a picture
book is. It was a very natural progression
for me to go from being an animator to
a picture-book maker for that reason;
I have an almost intuitive sense about
what pictures and words need to be
where. A good example ofthat is at the
end of Green, where the last stanza is,
"All green, never green, no green, for-
ever green." In musical terms, there's an
actual beat, from "no green" to "forever
green," where there are no words. There
was some discussion about where we
wanted that wordless frame to go, or
whether we wanted to put it at the end.
It's very musical: "All green, never green,
no green," and then it stops. Take a beat
to think about it; take a moment. Then,
the last page is "forever green." What that
does by having that beat there or having
a pause is to give more substance or more
importance to the last spread because
that is really the whole point of the book.

Sampling Seeger

Black? White! Day? Night! A
Book of Opposites. 2006. 24p.
Roaring Brook/Neal Porter, $17.99
(9781596431850.428.1.
PreS-Gr. 2.

Bully. 2013. 36p. Roaring
Brook/Neal Porter, $16.99
(9781596436305). PreS-Gr. 3.

Dog and Bear: Three to Get Ready.
2009. 32p. Roaring Brook/Neal
Porter, $12.99 (9781596433960).
PreS-K.

Dog and Bear: Tricks and Treats.
Aug. 2014. 32p. Roaring Brook/Neal
Porter, $14.99 (9781596436329).
PreS-K.

Dog and Bear: Two Friends,
Three Stories. 2007. 32p.
Roaring Brook/Neal Porter,
$13.95 (9781596430532).
PreS-Gr. 2.

Dog and Bear: Two's Gompany.
2008. 32p. Roaring Brook/Neal
Porter, $12.95 (9781596432734).
PreS-Gr. 1.

First the Egg. 2007. 32p. Roaring
Brook/Neal Porter, $14.99
(9781596432727). 571.8. PreS-K.

Green. 2012. 36p. Roaring
Brook/Neal Porter, $16.99
(9781596433977). PreS-Gr. 1.

The Hidden Alphabet. 2003. 32p.
Roaring Brook/Neal Porter, $19.99
(9781596436374). 428.1. PreS.

I Had a Rooster: A Traditional
Folk Song. 2001. 32p. Viking, o.p.
PreS-Gr. 2.

Lemons Are Not Red. 2004. 32p.
Roaring Brook/Neal Porter, $16.99
(9781596430082); Square Eish,
paper, $8.99 (9781596431959).
PreS-Gr. 2.

One Boy. 2008. 48p. Roaring
Brook/Neal Porter, $14.99
(9781596432741). PreS-Gr. 3.

Walter Was Worried. 2005. 40p.
Roaring Brook/Neal Porter, $16.99
(9781596430686); Square Fish,
paper, $7.99 (9781596431966).
K-Gr. 3.

WhatIf?2010.32p. Roaring
Brook/Neal Porter, $15.99
(9781596433984). PreS-K.

Cyndi Giorgis is a professor of children's
and young adult literature at the University
of Nevada, Las Vegas.
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Common Core Connections: Laura Vaccaro Seeger

The following are suggestions for
implementing the Common Core State
Standards with books by Laura Vaccaro

Seeger. You can find more
I information about the standards at
corestandards.org.

In the Classroom: Green was a 2013
Caldecott Honor Book, and it presents a
stunning array of the many shades of green in
the environment. Have students conduct their
own "color walk" outside the school or in their
neighborhood to observe the many colors in
nature and the surrounding environment. After
selecting one or more colors to focus on,
have students take digital photos of the items
that they see exhibit varying shades of that
color. Then, have them create their own poem
about the color and illustrate it with the photos
or their own illustrations. A book that might
spark ideas about what to call the various
colors would be Pantone: Colors (2012),
which presents 20 shades of 9 basic colors.

Be sure to also visit Seeger's website
I (studiolvs.com/educators-kids) to
view a video of Green and to see the

pages from Seeger's journals that show her
process in generating and eliminating "green"
words.
Common Core Connections

• CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.K.5c. Identify
real-life connections between words and
their use (e.g., note places at school that
are colorful).

• CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.l.Sa. Sort words
into categories (e.g., colors, clothing) to
gain a sense of the concepts the catego-
ries represent.

• CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.2.5a. Identify real-
life connections between words and their
use (e.g., describe foods that are spicy or
juicy).

In the Classroom: Dog and Bear; Three to
Get Ready, Dog and Bear: Tricks and Treats,
Dog and Bear; Two Friends, Three Stories;
and Dog and Bear. Two's Company all explore
the friendship and antics of this dynamic
duo. Seeger begins many of the stories in
the Dog and Bear series in the middle—we
don't know how Bear got a bucket stuck on
his head or why Dog is angry and running
away. Sometimes, the story might end with
a dilemma, such as Bear's scarf still being

stuck on a very high chair after Dog comes to
Bear's rescue to get him down. After reading
a story from one of the Dog and Bear books,
have students brainstorm reasons why that
quandary might have occurred. Then have
them write or illustrate the beginning or ending
of the story and share it with others.
Common Core Connections

• CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.K.S. With prompt-
ing and support, identify characters, set-
tings, and major events in a story.

• CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.l.a. Describe
characters, settings, and major events in a
story, using key details.

• CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RLZ.S. Describe
how characters in a story respond to major
events and challenges.

In the Classroom: After being invited to
play with the other animals, the bull in Bully
responds by hurling insults at his potential
friends. Bully displays the power of words
through its text and graphic artwork. Pair this
book with others about bullying, such as Anna
Dewdney's Llama, Llama and the Bully Goat
(2013) or Matt Davies' Ben Rides On (2013).
Next, compare and contrast one or more of
the stories with Bully by thinking about who is
the bully, which words does the author use to
demonstrate bullying, and how is the situation
resolved. Also, have students consider why
the bully is exhibiting that type of behavior.
Common Core Connections
• CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.1.4. Identify

words and phrases in stories or poems
that suggest feelings or appeal to the
senses.

• CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.2.9. Compare
and contrast two or more versions of the
same story (e.g., Cinderella stories) by dif-
ferent authors or from different cultures.

In the Classroom: Many of Seeger's
books focus on concepts while expanding
children's vocabulary, such as The Hidden
Alphabet, where words are presented with a
partial image. Once the frame is lifted, the
partial image is magically transformed into
the corresponding letter. Black? White! Day?
Night! A Book of Opposites uses a similar
format, but the partial image is paired with a
question, and the response is the opposite
of what the reader may expect. The opening
spread in Lemons Are Not Red contains

that title phrase. When the page is turned, a
bright yellow lemon appears ("Lemons are
YELLOW"), along with a page featuring a big
red apple ("Apples are RED"). Each of these
books presents an interesting premise as well
as challenging vocabulary. When exploring
these books with young readers, use the
following strategies:

Before Reading: Book Jacket Reveal
• Have readers examine the book jacket.

Discuss the cover illustration and identify
any clues as to what the book is about.
Then lift the book jacket to reveal the book
cover and a different Illustration.

During Reading: Pause, Ponder, and
Predict
• Before the flap is lifted on each page

of Black? White! Day? Night! A Book of
Opposites or The Hidden Alphabet or the
page is turned in Lemons Are Not Red,
have readers pause, ponder, and predict
what word or image might be disclosed
next.

After Reading: "Vocabulary Votumizer"
and "Turn and Talk"
• Create charts of words featured in the text

and illustrations in each of the three books.
Next, generate categories for the words,
or pair those that go together. This could
also be a culminating activity after reading
all three books. Ask students to turn and |
talk to the person next to them about the
transformation of the words and images.
"Turn and Talk" is an effective instructional
strategy that promotes student participa-
tion by pairing students and allowing them
time to reflect, evaluate, and share their
ideas with a partner. It also provides a
means for informally assessing comprehen-
sion and vocabulary development.

Common Core Connections 3
• CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.K.l. With prompt-

ing and support, ask and answer questions
about key details in a text. j

• CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.K.4. Ask and
answer questions about unknown words In
a text.

• CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.l.l. Ask and an-
swer questions about key details in a text.

• CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.K.l. Participate
in collaborative conversations with diverse
partners about kindergarten topics and
texts with peers and adults in small and
larger groups.
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